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ON THE COVER
Now it can be told: Photographer
Gil Jain has discovered real people
inside the dog suits - a couple of
nearly-normal OU students named
Bernie Maroney and Bruce Spears,
who appear on the cover as Under-
dog and Top Daug . Story on Page 4 .
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20 YOU NEED NEVER WALK ALONE
College students can't always choose the safest time to be walking to and from
dormitory, library, laboratory or practice room, but a self-help project called
the Escort Service can lessen the dangers of the night .
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HOW 'BOUT DEM DOGS?
The costumes are cute, sort of like your favorite stuffed animals come to life,
but it's the talented fellows inside the suits who are winning acceptance for
Top Daug and Underdog as the Oklahoma Sooners' newest mascots .

SECURITY IS A FAMILY AFFAIR
Acts of terrorism don't always happen to other people in other places . They can
happen at home as well as abroad, to people very much like you . OU's Profes-
sor Stephen Sloan offers a new perspective on a frightening subject .

BRUCE DRAKE AND THE GOAL TENDING WAR
When Bruce Drake died in December at the age of 78, he left his friend Harold
Keith with a lifetime of colorful memories, including the tale of his struggle to
rescue basketball from the threat of the 7-foot giants .

AN EXERCISE IN PRACTICAL POLITICS
The adjunct visiting professor of political science was new to her job but not to
her subject, giving 150 undergraduate students of Rep . Cleta Deatherage some
hands-on experience with the legislative process .

CREATIVITY AND STUFFING SAUSAGES
"There's no substitute for factual knowledge," Human Relations Chair Arthur
VanGundy says, "but knowledge alone can't prepare us for coping with an
uncertain future . What we need to cope with the future is imagination ."

HAVE CANE, WILL TRAVEL
Asthmatic, limping, sight and hearing impaired, Dwight Swain doesn't fit the
dashing foreign correspondent image, but hejust couldn't resist the temptation
to observe the Central American trouble spots for himself.
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